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Built on the back of gas
A NEW report has revealed
the extraordinary size of the
Northern Territory’s gas industry supply chain for the first
time, from drillers in the Beetaloo to gas fitters in Darwin.
Highlighting the depth and
scale of the gas industry supply
chain’s economic and social
contribution, about 11,000
Northern Territory workers
are directly employed by more
than 3100 businesses across
the entire supply chain.
The Northern Territory has
the highest concentration of
gas industry workers in the

country, supporting 11.4 jobs in
every 100, beating even Western Australia (7.3 in every 100).
They’re workers like the
100 employed by Darwin’s
Rusca Bros, an Indigenousowned civil construction and
waste management company,
which has already worked on
studies in the Beetaloo Basin.
The results demonstrate the
extraordinary economic opportunity of the Beetaloo
Basin, where up to 6300 jobs
are estimated to be created
over the next two decades – effectively boosting the North-

ern Territory gas industry supply chain workforce by more
than half.
The new study, Economic
and Employment Contribution of the Australian Gas
Industry
Supply
Chain:
2020-21, was prepared by Australian Economic Advocacy
Solutions for the Australian
Gas Industry Trust (AGIT).
It put the total national gas
industry supply chain of workers directly employed at just
over 165,000 full time equivalent (FTE) jobs.
Another 95,000 jobs na-

tionally are indirectly supported by the gas industry supply
chain – meaning a total of just
over 260,000 jobs across Australia are directly and indirectly supported by the
supply chain.
The study also reveals how
the Territory’s youths are supported with a pathway to employment, with about 2200
young Australians – 148 of
them in the NT – in apprenticeships and traineeships last
financial year.
AREAS singled out the Territory in its report: “For the

Northern Territory the gas industry supply chain is extremely important providing
11.4 jobs in every 100 jobs that
exist.
“The key finding of this report is that the gas industry
supply chain is crucially important to Australia – creating
employment
opportunities
and driving economic activity.”
The study found the industry generates $55bn in direct
economic activity and pours
$18.2bn into federal, state and
local government coffers in
taxes, rates, fees and royalties

annually. The industry in NT
contributed $1.2bn.
One in every 54 Australian
workers relies on gas for their
income, earning an average
annual salary of $90,200, compared to the $67,902.
The NT’s over 11,000 workers pocketed $993m in wages
from the industry last financial
year while the supply chain
spent $1.8bn in the Northern
Territory.
Three cents in every dollar
of economic activity in Australia can be linked to the supply
chain.
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Sentinel Property Group executive chairman Warren Ebert visited new purchase Casuarina Square. Picture: (A)manda Parkinson

CAMDEN SMITH
NEW Casuarina Square owner
Warren Ebert made his first visit to
the centre since finalising its
purchase earlier this month.
With settlement due at the end of
March, Mr Ebert and other members
of the Sentinel Property Group team

joined shoppers on a Sunday
afternoon amble through the
Territory’s largest retail and
entertainment precinct.
As well as the $400m the
Sentinel Group paid for Casuarina,
they recently splashed on a city
apartment to accommodate the
businesses’ representatives when in

Darwin. “It’s quite a large unit and
will have a bit of an office there,” Mr
Ebert said. Short-term priorities are
improved lighting, clean-up and
paint-job, primarily around the
carparks. Also a priority is fasttracking and finalising plans to shift
the Casuarina bus interchange to an
alternate location to deliver an

additional 50,000 sqm for
developments, including residential
and worker accommodation.
“We’ve got to continue to work
through on the bus stop but that’s
got to be finalised by the
government,” he said. “There’s been
discussions for quite some time with
GPT and the Territory government

and we’ll want to have some input in
that and see what they’re going to
do about putting in extra carparking,
because you can’t have a successful
bus interchange if people can’t park
their car.
“That’s pretty expensive so if
you’re going to do it, do it once and
do it right.”
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